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Abstract

Objective—To investigate the role of the cerebellum in postural adaptation for changes to the stimulus type of support surface displacements (backward translations v “toes up” rotations).

Methods—A group of 13 patients with chronic, isolated lesions of the cerebellum and 15 control subjects were tested. Automatic postural responses of the medial gastrocnemius and anterior tibial muscles were recorded. The first paradigm consisted of 10 rotational perturbations followed by 10 backward translations of the platform, and 10 backward translations followed by 10 rotations. The second paradigm consisted of 18 rotations and two randomly interposed translational perturbations, and 18 translations with two rotations randomly interposed.

Results—When the type of perturbation changed from an expected translation to an unexpected rotation and vice versa both control subjects and cerebellar patients showed an immediate and significant change in the response amplitude of the medial gastrocnemius and at the same time an immediate and significant change in the response amplitude of the anterior tibial muscles. Neither controls nor cerebellar patients showed effects of prediction in surface displacements of unexpected types of perturbation. Both controls and cerebellar patients showed no gradual increase in the gastrocnemius response in subsequent trials of surface translations following a block of 10 surface rotations and no gradual increase in the response amplitude of the anterior tibial muscle in subsequent trials of surface rotations following a block of 10 surface translations.

Conclusions—Despite postural hypermetria, the integrity of the cerebellum does not seem critical for adaptation of postural synergies to changing stimulus types of surface displacements. The present results support previous findings suggesting that the main role of the cerebellum in automatic postural responses may be gain control.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1998;65:734–742)
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Rapid automatic postural responses are evoked whenever there is an external perturbation to a body segment that causes disequilibrium or alters postural orientation. Exposing subjects who are standing on a movable platform to a backward horizontal surface perturbation endangering them to fall forward, for example, leads to a rapid and stereotyped response in the medial gastrocnemius muscle. To be functional, postural responses must adapt or change when biomechanical and sensory conditions change. A postural response in the medial gastrocnemius would be functionally inappropriate for stabilising sway when the type of perturbation changes from a backward translation to an upward rotation with the possibility of falling backwards, despite the fact that both perturbations result in ankle dorsiflexion.

Nashner reported that normal subjects progressively alter postural response magnitude in the course of the succeeding three to five trials after an unexpected change in the type of the surface displacement (translation v rotation). He suggested that the “functionally inappropriate” gastrocnemius muscle response sequentially disappeared to upward rotations after backward translations, whereas the “functionally appropriate” gastrocnemius muscle response sequentially increased to backward translations after upward rotations. A possible cerebellar involvement in adaptation of postural synergies has been suggested by Nashner. He proposed that the ability of cerebellar patients to adapt their postural responses after a change in the perturbation type was severely impaired. In addition, Nashner and Grimm reported inconsistent and delayed timing of postural muscle responses to surface displacements in patients with cerebellar and other central lesions.

However, later experiments showed that normal subjects show an immediate change in the response amplitude at the first trial when the type of perturbation changes. Although Nashner’s findings of progressive alterations of postural responses to changes in types of perturbations over succeeding trials have already been challenged in healthy subjects, Nashner and Grimm’s findings of impaired adaptation of postural responses to changing perturbation types in cerebellar patients are often used to support the role of the cerebellum in adaptation of movement synergies. Nashner and Grimm’s study included patients with additional extracerebellar lesions. Their findings of increased latencies, for example, have been challenged in recent studies examining patients with circumscribed cerebellar lesions.
Recent studies from our group suggest that the main cerebellar function in early automatic postural responses might be restricted to gain control. For example, early postural responses are known to be centrally modified by directionally specific central set effects using prediction based on prior amplitude experience.\(^\text{13}\) Timmann and Horak showed that the role of the cerebellum in set dependent amplitude scaling of postural responses relates to its importance in accurately modifying response gain based on prior experience.\(^\text{14}\)

The aim of the present study was to further support the hypothesis that the role of the cerebellum in the control of automatic postural responses is restricted to gain control. We hypothesised that cerebellar patients’ ability to change postural synergies to changing stimulus types was not affected despite their hypermetria. In the first part of our study the role of the cerebellum in the adaptation of postural synergies to rotational perturbations after platform translations and to translational perturbations after platform rotations was reinvestigated in a group of patients with lesions restricted to the cerebellum. In the second part of the study possible effects of prediction were investigated in expected and unexpected trials of platform rotations and translations in control subjects and cerebellar patients.

**Materials and methods**

**PATIENTS**

A total of 15 cerebellar patients were tested. Two patients were excluded from the final analysis because of additional signs of peripheral neuropathy. The remaining 13 patients, four women and nine men with a mean age of 56.4 (range 26–68) years presented with chronic, isolated lesions of the cerebellum (table 1). Two cerebellar patients had alcohol induced anterior lobe syndrome, five patients had a cerebellar infarction, and four had idiopathic late onset ataxia (IDCA\(^\text{†}\); three with an age of onset over 50 years).\(^\text{15}\) Two patients had had a cerebellar tumour removed. All 13 patients showed mild to moderate ataxia of gait, anterior/posterior sway in stance with eyes closed, and mild to moderate dysmetria in the heel-to-shin manoeuvre based on a scale adapted from Klockgether et al.\(^\text{16}\) None of these patients had extracerebellar signs or significant orthopaedic or psychological constraints that could affect posture.

A group of 15 control subjects (three women, 12 men) with a comparable age range (mean age 48.8, range 24–70 years) and without neurological or orthopaedic limitations were tested. All subjects had a complete neurological evaluation by one of us. Informed consent from patients and normal subjects and approval of the local ethics committee were obtained.

**METHODS**

Subjects stood upright on a moveable force-plate (NeuroCom\(^\text{®}\)). They stood with arms folded in front across the waist, eyes open and feet 10–20 cm apart at the heels. The methods have previously been described in detail.\(^\text{17 18}\) Safety straps were fitted loosely enough to prevent the patient from gaining support. Postural perturbations consisted of backward translations or dorsiflexion rotations (“toes up”) of the platform. Dorsiflexion rotations were made colinear with the ankle axis at an amplitude of 4° and a rate of 50°/s. Backward-ramp translations of the platform were made with an amplitude of 2.7 cm and a constant velocity of 40 cm/s. Muscle activities of the medial gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior were recorded bilaterally using 2.5 cm surface electrodes spaced 2–4 cm apart. In healthy subjects and in patients with bilateral cerebellar lesions the results of the right leg were analysed. In patients with unilateral lesions, the results obtained in the leg ipsilateral to the side of cerebellar impairment (left n=2; right n=5) were used for statistical analysis. The EMG signals were amplified, full wave rectified, bandpass filtered (10 Hz–10 kHz), and stored on hard disk for off line analysis (sampling rate=1 kHz, resolution=16 bytes).

**PROTOCOL**

All subjects were exposed to the same order of two different protocols each consisting of two sequences of 20 trials (total of 80 trials). Subjects were instructed to maintain an upright posture. They were informed that they would receive perturbations of the platform. Subjects were not informed about the stimulus type. The time between trials varied unpredictably between 15 and 30 seconds. Based on visual inspection of the subject’s posture, the time interval was determined by the examiner after the subject returned to a quiet, stabilised position. The buttons of the keyboard were pressed carefully to prevent any possible auditory cues signalling to the subject the beginning of a perturbation or a change in perturbation type.

**Protocol 1: blocked**

The first test sequence consisted of 10 rotational perturbations followed by 10 backward translations of the platform. After a 5 minute rest, the second sequence consisted of 10 translations followed by 10 rotations.

**Protocol 2: expected and unexpected**

The third test sequence consisted of 18 rotations and two randomly interposed transla-

---

**Table 1 Clinical data for cerebellar patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Ataxia of gait*</th>
<th>Ataxia of stance*</th>
<th>Loser limb ataxia*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Left cerebellar infarction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Left cerebellar infarction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right cerebellar infarction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right cerebellar infarction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right cerebellar infarction</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right cerebellar tumour</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right cerebellar tumour</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Alcoholic cerebellar atrophy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Alcoholic cerebellar atrophy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>IDCA(^\text{†})</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>IDCA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>IDCA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>IDCA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adapted from Klockgether et al [16]: 0 = Absent; 5=most severe.
†IDCA=idiopathic cerebellar ataxia.
tional perturbations (unexpected trials, trial number 7 and 17). In the fourth sequence, the subjects were exposed to a block of 18 backward translations in which two rotations (unexpected trials, trial number 5 and 13) were randomly inserted. In each block the trial preceding an unexpected trial was selected to represent the expected condition.

DATA ANALYSIS
The EMG data were collected for 1 second including 250 ms before the perturbation. The EMG latencies were identified by visual inspection and by placing the cursor at the earliest time that EMG activity deviated from the predisplacement EMG baseline level. Due to difficulties in defining the end point of postural responses, the integrated EMG (IEMG) was calculated using fixed intervals from the onset of the burst (0–75 ms). In protocol 2 (“expected and unexpected) a second fixed interval (0–25 ms) was introduced because no effects of prediction were demonstrated using a fixed interval of 75 ms. The muscle activity for 100 ms before the onset of platform movement was used as an estimate of the tonic background activity of the muscle. The average amplitude of the tonic background estimate was subtracted from the response amplitude to insure an accurate measure of the response amplitude and to account for variations in the background activity during the experimental session. The IEMGs were normalised by assigning an arbitrary value of 100% to each subject’s mean IEMG values for gastrocnemius (average of 10 translations) and tibialis anterior.

![Figure 1](http://jnnp.bmj.com/)

Figure 1 Group means (SD) of normalised tibial anterior IEMG (filled columns) and normalised medial gastrocnemius IEMG (open columns) for five sequential trials of surface translations (trials 11–15), following a block of five surface rotations (trials 6–10) (top), respectively five sequential trials of surface rotations (trials 11–15), following a block of five surface translations (trials 6–10) (bottom).
t tests were performed in both the control and cerebellar group. p Values for effects were set at <0.05.

Protocol 2: expected and unexpected
Differences between responses to expected and unexpected conditions were calculated by comparing each subject’s mean gastrocnemius IEMG value of trials 4 and 12 in the fourth sequence (expected translations) to the mean gastrocnemius muscle IEMG value of trials 7 and 17 from the third sequence (unexpected translations) and by comparing each subject’s mean tibialis anterior IEMG value of trials 6 and 16 in the third block (expected rotations) to the mean tibialis anterior IEMG value of trials 5 and 13 from the fourth sequence (unexpected rotations).

Differences ("Δ values") were calculated between the mean gastrocnemius muscle values in expected and unexpected translational conditions and between the mean tibialis anterior values in expected and unexpected rotational conditions for each integration window (0–25 ms and 0–75 ms) and for each individual subject. All Δ values for each variable and each group were tested for being significantly different from 0 (two tailed, one sample t test). Differences between groups were tested for significance with two tailed, unpaired t tests. p Values for effects were set at <0.0125 (Bonferroni correction was used to account for multiple comparisons). Initially the assumption of constancy of variance of variables was tested using Bartlett’s test of homogeneity.

Results
The gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior muscle response latencies were not significantly differ-
ent between the control and cerebellar groups (p>0.05).

The long latency response in the shortened tibialis anterior muscle in response to platform rotations occurred at 114 (SD 31) ms in control subjects. Medium latency response in the stretched gastrocnemius muscle showed a trend (non-significant) towards being earlier, at 97 (SD 37) ms. The latencies of muscle activation in response to platform translations were similar to the latencies for rotations. The mean response latencies to horizontal perturbations were 89 (SD 25) ms for the gastrocnemius muscle and 110 (SD 37) ms for the tibialis anterior muscle in the control group.

Cerebellar patients showed similar latencies of muscle activation in response to rotations and translations as the normal subjects. The long latency response in the shortened tibialis anterior muscle in response to rotations occurred at 108 (SD 37) ms and the medium latency responses in the stretched gastrocnemius muscle muscle occurred at 88 (SD 39) ms. The mean latency responses to the horizontal perturbations were 87 (SD 34) ms for the gastrocnemius and 114 (SD 38) ms for the tibialis anterior in the cerebellar group. Cerebellar patients had much larger postural response magnitudes than normal subjects (see figs 2 and 4). Similarly to normal subjects, cerebellar patients showed a large and consistent response in the gastrocnemius to a horizontal perturbation and a large and consistent response in the tibialis anterior to a rotational perturbation. Unlike control subjects, who seldom activated the tibialis anterior muscle in response to a horizontal perturbation (three subjects out of 15), cerebellar patients more often activated the ventral antagonist muscle in response to a translational movement (eight patients out of 13). Similarly to control subjects, cerebellar patients had much larger gastrocnemius muscle responses to translations than to rotations.

**Protocol 1: blocked**

Both cerebellar patients and control subjects showed an immediate and significant decrease in the response amplitude of the tibialis anterior muscle (mean IEMG decrease: cerebellar 65.8%, control 59.4%) and, at the same time, an immediate and significant increase in the response amplitude of the gastrocnemius muscle (mean IEMG increase: cerebellar 86.7%, control 92.8%) when the stimulus type was changed from rotations to translations. The mean averages of trials 6–10 and 11–15 for both the control and cerebellar group are shown in figure 1 (top). When the type of perturbation changed from translation to rotation, both cerebellar patients and normal subjects showed an immediate and significant decrease in the response amplitude of the gastrocnemius muscle (mean IEMG decrease: cerebellar 68.1%, control 59.5%) and at the same time an immediate and significant increase in the response amplitude of the tibialis anterior muscle (mean IEMG increase: cerebellar 83.3%, control 104.1%) (fig 1, bottom).

When the type of perturbation changed, all control subjects and cerebellar patients changed the postural response pattern within one or two trials. In the first rotational trial following platform translations, tibialis anterior IEMG activity increased and gastrocnemius muscle IEMG activity decreased, except in one cerebellar patient (No 10, table 2), in whom gastrocnemius muscle IEMG decreased within the second rotational trial. In the first translational trial after platform translations, gastrocnemius muscle IEMG increased and tibialis anterior IEMG decreased within one trial in 13/15 control and 11/13 cerebellar patients. In two control subjects (Nos 3 and 11; table 2) and two cerebellar patients (Nos 10 and 13; table 2) tibialis anterior IEMG decreased within the second trial.

Figure 1 indicates that neither control subjects nor cerebellar patients showed a gradual increase in (“functionally appropriate”) gastrocnemius muscle responses to translational following rotational movements, or in (“functionally appropriate”) tibialis anterior responses to rotational following translational...
movements. Rather, both groups showed a tendency to gradually reduce the magnitude of the postural response of the gastrocnemius muscle and tibialis anterior with repeated exposure to the same surface perturbation. 

Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) disclosed a significant effect of stimulus type for both tibialis anterior and gastrocnemius muscle IEMG (tibialis anterior $F_{(1, 26)}=197.2$, $p<0.001$; gastrocnemius muscle $F_{(1, 26)}=197.2$, $p<0.001$). There were no significant effects of group (tibialis anterior $F_{(1, 26)}=0.03$, $p=0.86$; gastrocnemius muscle: $F_{(1, 26)}=1.19$, $p=0.27$) and sequence (tibialis anterior $F_{(1, 26)}=0.91$, $p=0.34$; gastrocnemius muscle: $F_{(1, 26)}=0.45$, $p=0.5$). The interaction of stimulus type was significant for tibialis anterior IEMG ($F_{(2.95, 76.6)}=2.96$, $p=0.038$; Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment for multiple degrees of freedom). The interaction of stimulus type and trial effect reached significance ($F_{(3.36, 87.3)}=2.52$, $p=0.057$). A significant interaction of stimulus type and trial effects would suggest that the significant main effect of stimulus type was not the same at all levels of trial. However, neither the trial effect ($F_{(2,12, 55.1)}=1.83$, $p=0.13$) nor the interaction of stimulus type and trial effect for gastrocnemius muscle IEMG ($F_{(2.72, 70.7)}=1.32$, $p=0.27$) reached significance.

Representative gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior muscle EMG examples are shown in fig 2. In both the control subject and cerebellar patient, the “functionally appropriate” tibialis anterior response did not sequentially increase to surface rotations following translations (fig 2 A) and the “functionally appropriate” gastrocnemius muscle response did not sequentially increase to surface translations following rotations (fig 2 B). The magnitude of the gastrocnemius muscle response showed a tendency to gradually reduce with repeated exposure to platform rotations following translations (fig 2 A) and of the tibialis anterior response with repeated exposure to platform translations following platform rotations (fig 2 B).

An initial reduction between trial 1 and subsequent trials has been related to habituation of a startle-like response.4 Paired $t$ tests were calculated to test for possible significant reductions between the first and second trial following a change in stimulus type. The reduction in initial gastrocnemius muscle IEMG between the first and second trials of platform translations following platform translations was significant in the cerebellar group only (cerebellar group: $p=0.006$; control group: $p=0.7$). There was no significant reduction in initial tibialis anterior IEMG between the first and subsequent trials of platform translations following platform translations (control group $p=0.99$, cerebellar group $p=0.48$ (paired $t$ test)).

**Protocol 2: expected and unexpected**

No significant differences were found between expected and unexpected gastrocnemius muscle and tibialis anterior response magnitudes to rotational platform movements that could point to the use of prediction based on prior experience. Group data are shown in fig 3 (bottom) and representative examples in fig 4. $\Delta$ Values of integrated EMGs for expected and unexpected rotational conditions were not significantly different from zero for both the control group ($-0–25$ ms: $p=0.06$, $0–75$ ms: $p=0.09$) and cerebellar group ($-0–25$ ms: $p=0.74$, $0–75$ ms: $p=0.24$). There were also no significant differences in $\Delta$ values between groups ($-0–25$ ms: $p=0.57$, $-0–75$ ms: $p=0.05$; $p$ values for effects were set at $<0.0125$ (Bonferroni correction applied to account for multiple comparisons)). However, there was a tendency of the “functionally appropriate”) tibialis anterior response to be larger in unexpected compared with expected rotations in control subjects suggesting response “habituation” with repetition (fig 3, bottom).

Similarly, both cerebellar patients and control subjects did not show any effect of prediction based on prior experience, comparing expected and unexpected translational perturbations (fig 4 (top)). $\Delta$ Values of integrated EMGs for expected and unexpected translations.
tional conditions were not significantly different from zero for both the control (0–25 ms: p=0.36, 0–75 ms: p=0.13) and cerebellar group (0–25 ms: p=0.11, 0–75 ms: 0.18). There were also no significant differences between groups (0–25 ms: p=0.06, 0–75 ms: p=0.32).

Discussion

The findings of the present study showed that cerebellar dysfunction did not lead to disturbances of adaptation of postural responses to changes in the type of support surface displacements. Both controls and cerebellar patients showed an immediate change in the pattern of automatic postural responses on the first trial when the surface perturbation changed from translation to rotation and vice versa. Neither the (“functionally appropriate”) gastrocnemius nor the tibialis anterior response increased over sequential trials to platform translations following platform rotations and vice versa as might be expected if gradual, functional “tuning” of response magnitude occurred. The amplitude of the (“functionally inappropriate”) gastrocnemius muscle (and tibialis anterior) response was immediately reduced on the first trial when the perturbation changed from a translation to a rotation (and vice versa). There was a tendency for the tibialis anterior response to gradually decline over subsequent trials of platform perturbations. Trial effects were less prominent in the gastrocnemius muscle responses and did not reach significance. The “functionally inappropriate” gastrocnemius muscle response did not yield a permanent disappearance of the response to subsequent platform rotations.

The results of protocol 1 (“blocked”) were further supported by the findings in protocol 2 (“expected v unexpected”). The “functionally appropriate” gastrocnemius muscle (or tibialis anterior) responses were not significantly smaller in unexpected translations (or rotations) compared with expected translations (or rotations). Thus, neither controls nor cerebellar patients showed effects of prediction based on prior experience in early postural responses to unexpected directions of surface displacements. Most of the functional adaptation to changing types of perturbations occurred immediately.

Our results are in contrast with Nashner’s previous findings in both controls and cerebellar patients. He demonstrated a progressive increase of the “functional” and elimination of the “non-functional” postural muscle responses within three to five sequential trials in healthy control subjects and impaired functional adaptation of postural responses to changing types of perturbations in a small group of cerebellar patients.

Previous studies have already challenged Nashner’s findings of progressive alterations of postural responses to changes in perturbation types over succeeding trials in healthy subjects. Consistent with our findings, these studies showed an immediate change in postural response pattern within the first trial when the type of perturbation unexpectedly changed. Nashner’s and Nashner and Grimm’s example of sequentially increasing gastrocnemius muscle response to backward translations might be explained by lack of control for the initial body position: Subjects are likely to lean forward if they expect a backward translation based on prior experience. Preleaning stretches the gastrocnemius muscle muscle and results in an increase of the gastrocnemius muscle response.

Comparable with our findings, a reduction of both “functionally appropriate” and “inap-
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appropriate" postural response amplitudes over succeeding trials has been shown by several other authors. 4 19 21 Hansen et al demonstrated an initial reduction of the gastrocnemius muscle response between trial 1 and subsequent rotational trials, which could be due to habituation of a startle-like response, and a second more gradual reduction over ongoing trials. Consistent with our findings, neither Diener et al nor Hansen et al found a permanent disappearance of the gastrocnemius muscle response to subsequent platform rotations following translations. 4 19

Nashner’s finding of total disappearance of the gastrocnemius muscle response over sequential rotational perturbations might be explained by the great variability of the gastrocnemius response in particular to the smaller and slower perturbations used by Nashner. 2 19 22 The response amplitude to a rotational perturbation has been demonstrated to be linearly related to the displacement amplitude and velocity. 19 The velocity of platform perturbation was significantly faster in our and previous studies compared with Nashner’s study for both translations and rotations (present study: rotation 4°, 50 /s; translation: 2.7 cm, 40 cm/s; Nashner: rotation: 1.8°, 6/s; translation: “at a fixed rate to produce sway at 1/s during a 500 ms trial period”). The faster velocity might have prevented total disappearance of the response within five trials. On the other hand, the gastrocnemius muscle response to toes up platform rotations has been shown to be variable and occasionally missing in normal subjects. 4 19 22 Nashner used a short sequence of perturbations of only four to five trials and therefore could have missed the finding of the reappearance and the continued variability of the responses.

Nashner’s findings in cerebellar patients have often been used to underline the role of the cerebellum in the organisation of muscle synergies for coordinated movements. 8 10 However, we could neither verify gradual adaptation of postural response synergies in normal subjects nor show impairment in changing from one automatic postural response strategy to the other in cerebellar patients. In addition to the arguments for normal subjects discussed above, the different findings in patients with cerebellar dysfunction are likely to be due to different patient populations. Nashner and Grimm included patients with additional extracerebellar lesions, whereas only patients with circumscribed cerebellar lesions were included in the present study.

Changes in types of perturbations result in changes of proprioceptive as well as visual and vestibular afferent information because of the difference in ankle and head displacements during platform rotation or translation. 5 21 24 Based on their findings in healthy subjects, several authors concluded that initial compensation to a new perturbation type occurs within the first trial by the integration of the divergent sensory inputs. 5 6 7 Our findings in cerebellar patients suggest that the integrity of the cerebellum might not be critical for the integration of afferent inputs elicited by changes in perturbation directions causing immediate changes in postural synergies. These findings are consistent with previous results showing that encoding of velocity feedback of the current trial to scale the amplitude of early postural responses is not impaired in cerebellar patients despite their hypermetria. 12

The present results support previous findings of our group suggesting that the main role of the cerebellum in automatic postural responses might be gain control rather than organisation, adaptation or selection of postural synergies. In cerebellar patients, postural responses are known to be hypermetric whereas the temporal relation of hip, knee, and ankle muscles of early automatic postural responses are not affected. 12 14 25 Likewise, in the present study, EMG burst magnitude, duration, and cocontraction were larger in cerebellar patients than normal subjects with no difference in postural response latencies.

We recently reported that cerebellar patients’ deficits in scaling the magnitude of their early automatic postural responses to the predicted amplitudes of surface translations based on central set from prior experience related to the importance of the cerebellum in accurately modifying the response gain and not in their ability to use the feedback. Furthermore, the cerebellum was not critically involved in the integration of the descending central command to step with the ascending peripheral information associated with the platform perturbation. 25

These results are in line with previous findings in cerebellar patients which showed preserved adaptation to misleading visual stimuli 26 and deep respiration, 27 despite postural hypermetria. Furthermore, studies using electrical stimulation of the tibial nerve in standing subjects demonstrated an increased gain of long latency reflexes and did not support Nashner’s findings of abnormal fixed patterns of rapid postural responses. 28 29

In the present study, the ability to modify postural synergies immediately with changes in the type of perturbation was preserved in cerebellar patients despite their hypermetria. Therefore, the cerebellum may not be critically involved in adaptation of postural synergies to changing stimulus types. The cerebellum might be mainly involved in the control of the magnitude or gain of early automatic postural responses.
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